The purpose of this paper is to present the effect of deterioration of oil damper or attachment member on earthquake response of vibration controlled buildings. Ten and forty story buildings with oil dampers are reduced to equivalent single story buildings with 3 degrees of freedom. The effect of deterioration is evaluated by the ratio of maximum interstory drift of which damper or attachment member is damaged, to that of which damper or attachment member is assumed to be not damaged. Four deterioration cases are dealt with in this paper: (I) Yielding or buckling of attachment brace; (II) Exceeding stroke limit of oil damper; (III) Coupling case of case (I) and case (II); (IV) Fracture of attachment member. It is shown that (1) a margin for ultimate strength of attachment brace is effective in reduction of magnification of interstory drift in case (III), (2) a fracture of attachment member may cause significant magnification of interstory drift such that the magnified interstory drift is larger than that of the building without oil damper.
Fig Table 4 r d , r br Table 5 Model 10 Table 6 add h 0.125 Table 7 add h 0.020 The purpose of this paper is to present the effect of deterioration of oil damper or attachment member on earthquake response of vibration controlled buildings. In recent years, there are several reports about deterioration of damper or its attachment member in vibration controlled buildings due to strong earthquakes in Japan. There are many researches on performance limit of damper or its attachment member itself under extreme loading. However, there seems to be few studies on the effect of deterioration of oil damper or attachment member on earthquake response of vibration controlled buildings.
In this paper, the effect of deterioration is evaluated by the ratio of maximum interstory drift of which damper or attachment member is damaged, to that of which damper or attachment member is assumed to be not damaged.
The ratio is referred to as "response magnification ratio." Four deterioration cases are dealt with in this paper: (2) In case (II), when a damper deformation exceeds stroke limit of the damper, significant magnification of maximum interstory drift occurs if predominant period of input ground motion stands at between natural period of the building without exceeding stroke limit of oil damper and that with exceeding stroke limit of oil damper. In addition, exceeding stroke limit of oil damper may cause significant increase of axial force in attachment brace.
(3) In case (III), a margin for ultimate strength of attachment brace is effective in reduction of magnification of interstory drift, rather than a margin for damper stroke limit.
(4) In case (IV), a fracture of attachment member may cause a significant magnification of interstory drift such that the magnified interstory drift is larger than that of building without oil damper. The effect of fracture on maximum interstory drift is proportion to additional damping factor given by oil damper. 
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